JUN150278 - BATMAN BLACK & WHITE HC VOL 1 BOOK & DVD. Presented in stark black-and-white tones that all too easily represent Batman's worldview comes this collection of the Darknight Detective's hardboiled stories.

By Various

- Batman: Black & White vol. 1: Amazon.de: Various: Fremdsprachige Bücher
- Batman: Black and White was a series of conceptual Batman stories published first as their own title in a four-issue miniseries, and then later as a backup feature in BATMAN BLACK AND WHITE #1 DC Explore Jared Colsch's board Batman Black and White on Pinterest. See more ideas about Comics, Im batman and Sketches.
- Urban Comics This Black and White TV series features Batman and his adventures in Gotham city. The janitor at Gotham's juvenile correctional facility recalls the chance meeting with Batman that set him on his path to redemption. This motion comic anthology series is a must-see for any Batman fan. Batman Black and White - Wikipedia
- Batman Black and White features stories and art by a stellar lineup of creators in stark black-and-white tones that represent Batman's worldview comes this collection of the Dark Knight Detective's hardboiled adventures. 290 best Batman Black and White images on Pinterest
- Batman Black & White: BATMAN BY GERARD WAY STATUE DC The legendary, Eisner Award-winning series BATMAN BLACK AND WHITE returns in a brand-new six-issue miniseries featuring tales of The Dark Knight by Johnathan Matthews Statue – DC. 8 Sep 2013. It's understandable to be hesitant about a $5 dollar comic book, but this is Batman: Black & White. This is a series that has a long history of publishing. The Dark Night stars in this extraordinary collection of short stories illustrated in stark black and white by some of the world's most respected comics artists and creators. Batman: Black & White, Vol. 1: Frank Miller, Neil Gaiman, Jan Designed by Lee Bermejo. Sculpted by Jean St. Jean. Lee Bermejo's black and white vision of Harley Quinn is rendered in three dimensions in this new entry in Batman Black & white tome 2.
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